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IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
 
 

SESSIONS CASE NO.  :-   349 OF 2017 
         (Under Section 323/307 of the IPC, arising  
                                                         out of GR   Case No 4052 of 2017) 
 

 

Present     :-  Sri Ashok Kumar Borah, AJS 
      Sessions Judge,  

Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

Prosecutor     :- State of Assam 
 
       -Vs- 
 
Accused    :-  Sri Bhupen Das, 
      S/o Lt Hiteswar Das, 
      Vill- Bogoribari, 
      P.S. – Dhekiajuli, 
      Dist- Sonitpur. 
 
Date of framing charge  :- 11-12-2017. 
 
Date of Recording Evidence   :-  18-12-2017, 30-12-2017. 
 
 
Date of examination of accused u/s  :-  30-12-2017. 
313 of Cr.P.C. 
 
Date of Argument    :-  30-12-2017. 
 
Date of Judgment    :-  30-12-2017. 
 
Counsel of the Prosecution  :-  Mr Anuj Kr Baruah,  
      Addl Public Proecutor, 
      Sonitpur. 
 
Counsel for Accused   :-  Mr M Hussain,  
       Learned Legal Aid Counsel.   
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J U D G M E N T 

 

 

1.   In this case accused Sri Bhupen Das is put for trial for the allegation of 

charge under Section 323/307 of the IPC. 

 

2.   The factual matrix according to the FIR in brief is that on or about 

8.00 AM of 15-10-2017, the accused strangulated informant’s mother-in-law by 

pressing her neck. Informant’s husband Rongai Das tried to intervene the quarrel 

and then accused also assaulted informant’s husband by means of a lathi. During the 

scuffle, suddenly, the dao which was in the hand of informant’s husband hurt the 

accused and caused him some injury. Hence, this prosecution case.    

 

3.   The ejahar filed by informant Kobita Das, I/C Singri Out Post on 16-

10-2017. On receipt of the ejahar, I/C Singri Out Post by giving a GD Entry No 240 

dated 16-10-2017 forwarded the ejahar to OC, Dhekiajuli PS for registering the case. 

Accordingly, OC, Dhekiajuli Police Station registered the case vide Dhekiajuli Police 

Station Case No 945/17 under Section 307/323 of the IPC. After completion of 

investigation, O/C, Dhekiajuli Police Station sent up the case against the accused 

person Bhupen Das under Section 323/307 of IPC for trial.   

 

4.   On being appeared the accused before this Court, after hearing both 

the parties, charge framed under Section 323/307 of IPC. Particulars of the charges 

were read over, explained to the accused to which he pleads not guilty and claimed 

to be tried.  

 

5.     To substantiate the case, prosecution examined as many as three PWs 

i.e. the informant and victim of this case. there are only three unofficial PWs. All the 

unofficial PWs are examined and discharge after cross. The statement of neither 

complainant nor victim reveals any material as to the alleged offence. As such, it 

would be futile to examine the IO. I have also heard the learned Addl PP who also 

conceded.  
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6.   On close scrutiny of the statement of three witnesses namely Kobita 

Das, Rongai Das and Pramila Das, it appears that the evidences of said witnesses did 

not warrant to examine the IO. Even if examined the IO, prosecution case would not 

develop. So, for to secure the ends of justice, prosecution evidence is closed.   

 

7.   After completion of prosecution evidence, accused was examined 

under Section 313 CrPC. All the evidence appears against the accused person and 

the allegations made against the accused are put before him for his explanation 

where he denied the allegations and declined to give defence evidence.  

 

8.   I have also heard argument put forward by the learned Counsel for 

both the sides.  

 

9.   The point for decision in this case is that –  

 

(1)        “Whether on or about 8.00 AM of               
15-10-2017 at Bogoribari under Dhekiajuli Police 
Station the accused voluntarily caused simple 
injury to the mother-in-law of the informant and 
thereby committed an offence punishable under 
Section 323 of the IPC? 
(2)  “Whether the accused, on the same date 
and time mentioned above did an act with such 
intention or knowledge and under such 
circumstances, that, if by that act your had caused 
the death of Rongai Das and and thereby 
committed an offence punishable under Section 
201/34 of the IPC? 

 

Reasons, Decisions and reason for decision: 

 

10.   To arrive at the judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidences on 

record. 

 

11.   PW1- Smti Pramila Das one of the victim of this case deposed that 

accused is her son. The incident took place just before four days ahead of last Kati 

Bihu. During that time a quarrel took place in between accused and his brother 

Rongai Das. In the morning time both of her son attempted to went out to market. 

Both of her sons reside in their respective house with a common courtyard. She 
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become faint and fell down. Then, she came to know that one of the boys assaulted 

other but, she does not know who has assaulted whom. Police recorded her 

statement at her home after three days of occurrence. At this stage she turned 

hostile.  

 

   In her cross-examination, she stated that both of her son doing day 

labour. When they took quarrel after consuming liquor, she interfered. She further 

stated that accused did not assault her neither scolded her nor strangulate her. He 

even not entered into her house. During scuffle Rongai sustain injury. Rongai was 

arrested by police and after arresting Rongai, wife of Rongai filed this case. She also 

stated that she has no any grievances against the accused Bhupen. She does not 

have any objection if the accused is enlarged on acquittal.  

 

12.       PW2- Smti Kobita Das, the informant of this case deposed that accused is 

her brother-in-law. The incident took place about 2½ months ago. On that day her 

mother-in-law took quarrel with accused. On that time, her husband asked accused 

why they started such altercation. Then, she also intervened stating that both parties 

are own person, so, does not requires to continue quarrel. Her mother-in-law is 

somewhat abnormal. She normally uses to scold others. Then, she filed the ejahar 

on 16-10-2017. Ext. 1 is the ejahar and Ext. 1(1) is her signature. The ejahar was 

written by a scribe and the scribe did not read over the contents of ejahar to her.  

 

In cross-examination, she stated that accused and Rongai Das are 

brothers. She cannot recall the date of the incident, but, incident took place at about 

8 O’clock in the morning. She has filed the ejahar after 3/4 days of the incident. She 

does not know the contents of ejahar. For the same incident, the wife of accused has 

also filed one ejahar. After instituting the said ejahar, her husband was arrested by 

police and kept in custody. On 16-12-2017, learned Magistrate allows her husband to 

go on PR bond. She has filed ejahar after filing the ejahar by her sister-in-law(wife 

of accused). Accused and her husband both are doing day labour. Both the accused 

and her husband are brothers and sometimes they took quarrel after consuming 

liquor even after that they compromised the matter and lived together. They, the 

both family resides separately, but, stays friendly. Only a quarrel took place in 

between her husband and accused, and then her mother-in-law intervened. They do 

not have any grievances against the accused, neither enmity against him. Therefore, 
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she does not have any objection, if the case is decided off by acquitting the accused.  

 

13.        PW3-Sri Rongai Das, one of the victim of this case, who also tuned 

hostile. The unhostile portion of his evidence is that accused Bhupen Das his brother. 

The incident took place about 2 months ago. At the relevant time, accused took 

altercation with his mother, then he resisted him. Other than that accused did not do 

anything of her mother. Police did not record her statement.  

 

In cross-examination, he stated that he cannot recall in which date of 

incident, however, it was Sunday morning. They, both brothers are day labour and 

reside separately with their respective families. Sometime, altercation in between 

them after consuming liquor, thereafter, they compromised the matter. On the day of 

incident, only an altercation took place where his mother came to intervene. There is 

no such incident took place where accused entered into the house of his mother or 

pressed the neck of his mother with attempt to kill her. Today whatever he deposed 

is the fact. On the day of incident, wife of accused has also filed a case against him. 

During that time police arrested me for the said case i.e. Dhekiajuli PS Case No 

937/17(GR Case No 4019/17). When he was arrested by police and detained in jail 

hazot, then after three days his wife lodged the instant case. He has been in jail for 

more than two months and on 16-12-2017 he has been allowed to go on PR bond by 

the learned Court. Other than altercation, no other incident took place with his 

mother. Therefore, he does not have any grievances against the accused and as such 

he does not have any objection if the accused is enlarged on acquittal from this case. 

 

14.   These much is the evidence of prosecution.  

 

15.   Defence plea is of total denial while his statements are recorded under 

Section 313 of the CrPC, where he stated that he is innocent.  

 

16.   I have heard the argument put forward by the learned Counsel for 

both the parties.  

 

17.   The learned Counsel for the accused submitted that the prosecution 

has categorically failed to prove the case beyond any reasonable doubt.  
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18.   To prove the charge under Section 307 of IPC, prosecution must 

proved that –  

“(i) the death of a human being was attempted; 
(ii) such death was attempted to be caused by , 
or inconsequence of, the act of the accused; 
(iii) such act was done with the intention of 
causing death; or that it was done with the 
intention of causing such bodily injury as 
(a) the accused knew to be likely to cause 
death; or 
(b) was sufficient in the ordinary course of 
nature to cause death.  
Or  
The accused attempted to cause such death by 
doing an act known to him to be so imminently 
dangerous that it must in all probability cause 
(a) death, or (b) such bodily injury as is likely to 
cause death, the accused having no excuse for 
incurring the risk of causing such death or 
injury.” 

 

19.   To prove the charge under Section 323 of IPC, prosecution must 

proved that –  

“(i) the accused by his act caused bodily pain, 
disease or infirmity to the complaint; 
(ii) that he did such act intentionally or with 
knowledge that it would cause the hurt, etc. 
 
 

20.   Here in the present case, the victim-PW3 himself turned hostile. The 

unhostile portion of his evidence is that that accused Bhupen Das his brother. The 

incident took place about 2 months ago. At the relevant time, accused took 

altercation with his mother, and then he resisted him. Other than that accused did 

not do anything of her mother. In cross-examination by defence, he stated that he 

cannot recall the date of incident. However, it was a Sunday. They both brothers are 

doing labours and reside separately with their respective families. Sometimes 

altercation in between them after consuming liquor took place and thereafter, they 

compromised the matter. On the day of incident, only an altercation took place 

where her mother came to intervene. There is no such incident took place where 

accused entered into the house of his mother and pressed her neck with an attempt 

to kill her. He further admitted that whenever she deposed today in the Court is the 

fact. On the day of incident, wife of accused has also filed a case against him. During 

that time police arrested me for the said case i.e. Dhekiajuli PS Case No 937/17(GR 
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Case No 4019/17). When he was arrested by police and detained in jail hazot, then 

after three days his wife lodged the instant case. He has been in jail for more than 

two months and on 16-12-2017 he has been allowed to go on PR bond by the 

learned Court. Other than altercation, no other incident took place with his mother. 

Therefore, he does not have any grievances against the accused and as such he 

does not have any objection if the accused is enlarged on acquittal from this case. 

Therefore, it appears that the victim Rongai Das himself giving good bye to the 

prosecution case. 

 

21.   Another victim-PW1 Smti Pramila Das, who also turned hostile stated 

that in the morning time both of her son attempted to went out to market. Both of 

her sons reside in their respective house with a common courtyard. She become faint 

and fell down. Then, she came to know that one of the boys assaulted other but, she 

does not know who has assaulted whom. She admitted that both of her son Bhupen 

and Rongai are doing day labour. When they took quarrel after consuming liquor, she 

interfered. She further stated that accused did not assault her neither scolded her 

nor strangulate her. He even not entered into her house. During scuffle Rongai 

sustain injury. Rongai was arrested by police and after arresting Rongai, wife of 

Rongai filed this case. She also stated that she has no any grievances against the 

accused Bhupen. She does not have any objection if the accused is enlarged on 

acquittal.  

 

22.   Therefore, both the victims no way support the prosecution case and 

both the victim turned hostile by the prosecution. Now, the question comes, whether 

their hostile portion of evidences can be used by the prosecution to convict the 

accused in this case.  

 

23.    In another case i.e. Bhagaban Singh Vs.State of Hariyana 

reported in  1976 SCR (2) 921, where it has been held that –  

 

“There is no legal bar passed on the testimony of the hostile witness 
if corroborated by other reliable evidence.”   

 

24.   Again, in Koli Lakhmanbhai Chanabhai Vs. State of Gujrat 

reported in  AIR 2000 SC 210:200 CrLJ 408:2001 CrLJ (SC) 111, where it has 

been held that –  
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“Evidence of hostile witness also can be relied upon to the extent to 
which it supports the prosecution version. Evidence of such witness cannot 
be treated as washed off the record. It remains admissible in the trial and 
there is no legal bar to base his conviction upon his testimony if 
corroborated by other reliable evidence.  

The prosecution version gets further corroboration from discovery of 
Muddamal knife containing human blood group “A”. Further, the bush-shirt 
and baniyan which were put on by the accused at the time of incident were 
having extensive blood stains which were also found containing human 
blood group “A”. 

Accused was having injury on the thigh as per the evidence of the 
Doctor. As per the medical evidence, the injuries caused to the accused 
mere minor and that because of such injuries, there would not be extensive 
blood-stains on the bush-shirt and baniyan put on by the accused.”   

  

26.    In another case i.e. Hanu Baistav Vs. State of Assam reported in  

2013 Crl.L.J. 286(Gau), where it has been held that –  

 

“The sole eye witness to the incident who happened to be the wife of 
deceased, has stated in her statement recorded under Section 161 CrPC 
during investigation that her husband had been killed by his brother, bus, 
she resiled from her statement and was declared hostile. Therefore, the 
said previous statement, in absence of any admission by wife that the same 
was true could not and ought not to be treated as substantive evidence. It 
can be used only for contradiction and not for corroboration of evidence 
given by the wife, so the trial court was held at error in relying upon the 
previous statement of wife allegedly  made to the IO, for the purpose of 
basing conviction of appellant on the charge of murder, so, the accused 
was acquitted.”   

 

27.   Here in this case, the statement of hostile portion of the aforesaid 

witness cannot be used for the purpose of conviction of the accused. Firstly, they 

are not at all corroborated the statement of other witnesses. Secondly, they have 

stated one thing before the IO under Section 161 CrPC and on the other band stated 

a quite different statement before the Court by resiling from their statement under 

Section 161 CrPC. Thirdly, even the statement of both the victim are not 

corroborated each other. Under such circumstances, the hostile portion of evidence 

of aforesaid witnesses cannot be used for the purpose of conviction of the accused 

person.  

28.   In view of the aforesaid discussion, I have no hesitation to hold that 

prosecution has failed to prove any of the charge leveled against the accused beyond 

any reasonable doubt. As such, accused is entitled to get the benefit of doubt. 

Hence, accused Sri Bhupen Das is acquitted and set him at liberty forthwith.  
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29.   The liability of the bailor is hereby discharged.  

 

   Send back the GR Case Record being No 4052/17 along with a copy of 

judgment to the learned committal Court.  

 

   Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 30th day of 

December, 2017.  

  
(A. K. Borah) 

                   Sessions Judge, 
                                  Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
 
  
     (A. K. Borah) 
     Sessions Judge,                     
             Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 
 
 
Dictation taken and transcribed by me: 
 
 
Smt. Pori Das, Steno. 
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A N N E X U R E 
 
 

Witnesses examined by the prosecution: 
 
1.PW1 – Smti Pramila Das(victim), 
2.PW2 – Smti Kobita Das,  
3.PW3 – Sri Rongai Das(victim). 
 
 
Documents exhibited by the prosecution: 
 
 

1. Ext. 1 : Ejahar 
 
 

Witnesses examined by defence:  
 
Nil 

 
Documents exhibited by the defence:  
 
Nil 
 

 

 

 
                                                                                 (A. K. Borah) 
                                          Sessions  Judge,                   
                                Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
  


